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Author's response to reviews:

Dear editors,

We hereby re-submit our manuscript for publication in your Journal. In response to the editors’ comment received on 2012-04-13 we would like to state that we revised our manuscript to clarify that the study was observational and that patients were offered the treatment of standard care. The previous title of the manuscript was “Guided online treatment in routine mental health care: uptake, drop-out and effects” which we changed for “Guided online treatment in routine mental health care: an observational study on uptake, drop-out and effects”. We also made it more explicit in the background section and method section that we report on data from one mental health center that decided to implement Internet treatment in standard care and to offer it to patients during the waitlist period.

We hope that the revisions we made are clear and you will consider this manuscript for publication.

Yours sincerely,

Robin Kenter, MSc
On behalf of all the authors